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month set of advertising products _ga Analytics 2 years _gat_UA-66658133-1 Analytics 1 minute _gat_gtag_UA_66658133_1 Analytics 1 minute _gid Analytics 24 hours When talking about dentists and how to fill them there is a lot of controversy. Why? Especially since there are different nomenclature and that way of perseverance. This situation has led
many dentists to find their own way to fill it regardless of international standards. And the most amazing thing is that it's most of them all. Because many dentists create their own nomenclature, dentists often end up full of corrections and annotations. In this post we do not intend to end the debate, but we would like to share the findings of the market research
in which we sit with dentists to understand their needs. This is what we found and counted on designing an easy-to-use digital dentist. Viewed. What is a dentist? The dentist is a graphical representation of the mouth in which all parts of the patient's teeth appear and allows detailed information about the status of the patient's mouth to be recorded. The office
assistant plays a very important role because it has to know it perfectly. By the way, dentists are also known as dentograms, dental charts, or dental diagrams. They come in two forms: 1. Anatomy, accurately represents the shape of the tooth with the root and face of the tooth and 2. Geometric numbers, the most common and represented as their names
indicated by geometric numbers to indicate four faces of teeth, can be in circles or squares. If we ask ourselves what the dentist is for, the answer is easy and simple. This is an important part of the patient's medical history and when examined, the dentist sees and finds very important and relevant information at the time of starting treatment. But what
information do we find with the dentist? Common dental conditions Where the part of the tooth should be quickly ditinak Care of the patient follow-up Care of the previous patient. Target? The most important thing about dentists is knowing the work previously done in the patient's mouth, identifying the patient, facilitating the exchange of information between
dentists. Given the importance and purpose this is necessary to frequently update dentistgrama, preferably on every patient visit. Other uses that we can provide to dentists go beyond dental clinics. For example, one of its uses is the identification of corpses, teeth are resistant parts that take a long time to decompose. How do I fill in the dentist? When the
diligence of the dentist, it is important to take into account the existing nomenclature. Dental nomenclature is very useful for saving time when referring to teeth in the right way. Different systems are used as a simple and effective way to name teeth, both temporary and permanent. Among the best known nomenclatures are: By name and location, to call
them at the time of finding them according to the name, location and type Name: Latera aqueive center, insif latera, dog, first premolar, second premolar, first molar, second molar and third molar location (square): Top right, top left, bottom right, bottom left. Type: Permanent, temporary, or deciduous. IDF nomenclature or digit 2, international, to name
permanent teeth two digits, separated by periods, although in most cases not used separately by these Permanent Teeth: They are listed from the first 1 to 8 Digits: The four denitarian arcades are divided into the fourth quadrant after the middle line between the first inches, leaving the four quadrants thus (top right, top left, bottom left and bottom right) top left
Of the second digit : See the pieces that make up the hemmarch of the middle line , and it's listed from 1 to 8. central insive lateral incisors, dogs, first premolar, second premolar, first molar, second molar, third molar temporal tooth: They are registered from 5 to 8, proceeding permanently. First digit: 5. top right, 6. top left, 7. bottom left, 8. lower right second
digit: In temporal gear there is no premolar, or third molar, this is why, 1: middle incision, 2: lateral incisors, 3: dog, 4: first molar, 5: second molar. Nomenclature per quadrant palmer, angle 90 is used towards the quadrant (e.g. L is top left, Γ is Bottom Left) with the number 1 to 8 (permanent) or from the letter a to e (temporary) according to the denitative part,
which should be placed to the right side of the corner if from the left quadrant and vice versa. For example L6 is the first permanent left upper molar, the second lower temporal left molar. Continuous nomenclature, consisting of the determination of numbers or letters for each tooth, depending on the type of tooth (temporary or permanent), registered from 1 to
32. In any of the above, international nomenclature is used to be understood by any dentist. The graph below (dentist) present: Temporary teeth or milk as is usually known (pediatric dentist) Permanent dentist (adult dentist) and Mixed teeth (cases where there is a rash process). 1. Children's dentist For children, since they do not have all the dentures
developed, we will only use the highlighted area as shown below. 2. Adult dentist For adults with fully formed permanent dentures, we will use the outside. For illustrative purposes we've put children's dentures a little blurry for you to see an adult dentist. But usually at the digital dentist you can see the mixed dentures. 3. Dental Mix It is usually given to
children when the rash process begins and there may be a combination of baby teeth with definitive teeth. In such cases, you may need to make a mark on both parts of your dentistgram. On the internal line external devices. Next, we will mention the symbology and system to be used in dentistry. It is clear that there are common symbols and colors, but in
many cases it can vary according to the dentist's preferences. In the image you will see the symbology used by Dt. Dental, it is quite simple and intuitive. Features Digital Dentists Need. Doing dental dentistgrams by hand is a tedious task for a dentist or dental assistant. This is a repetitive and often inefficient task because you can make corrections if you are
wrong and also take up paper space and filing cabinets. Remember that the paper deteriorates and your dentist stops serving or needs to be repeated. This is the main advantage of digital dentists. Digital dentists don't deteriorate and you can edit, repair, archive, and create all kinds of annotations without deteriorating. Also, even if it sounds simple, having a
digital dentist gives your practice status. At Dt. Dental, our dental software finds dentistgrams online to track the evolution of your patients. You can save a lot of money on stationery, folders, filing cabinets, pencils, and more. More.
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